Solution Overview

Enterprise Control.
Cloud Agility.

Now you can get the power of enterprise storage without the cost and
complexity of owning and managing storage infrastructure.
Get Zadara — on your premises or with your chosen cloud provider — and you get
more than industry-leading enterprise storage. You get a fully-managed, pay-onlyfor-what-you-use service that eliminates your risk: technology risk, operational risk,
and financial risk.
Eliminate Technical, Operational, and Financial Risk

Enterprise Storage-as-a-Service

Zadara eliminates the risks associated with enterprise storage by delivering industry-leading enterprise SAN, NAS and Object storage as a fully-managed service
with 24/7 proactive monitoring and support, backed by a 100%-uptime guarantee,
and wrapped in the industry’s only true consumption-based model. Scale up and
down as needed and pay only for what you actually use.

Enterprise

Scalable Enterprise Data Services
Where Needed

24/7

Zadara delivers fully managed enterprise solutions deployed as private,
hybrid, or public cloud infrastructure.
You choose how you want your Zadara solutions hosted: on-premises,
colocated in a data center, or in the
cloud.

features and functions

proactive monitoring

100%

uptime guarantee

CapEx

pay-per-use billing

Consolidate Traditional and
Next-Generation IT Environments
WIth Zadara you can meet your present and future IT requirements. Block
and file storage support client-server
databases, applications, and physical
and virtualized hosts. Object storage

supports containerized, cloud-native,
and serverless applications running
in the cloud and edge.
Total Control and Security
Configure your Zadara cloud storage performance and capacity on
demand, and change storage configurations and services as desired.
You choose controller CPU, memory,
cache, plus storage type: NVMe,
SSD, and HDD options are available.
Encryption in-flight and at-rest (AES256) ensures your data is totally
protected; and only you have the
encryption keys.

Solution Overview

“With the combination of AWS and Zadara Storage, we’re getting better
performance than what we had from an on-premises solution using an
EMC SAN, and saving at least 50% of our data center costs.”
Craig Loop, director of technology, Realty Data/Westcor

Public Cloud Partners

IT Transformation

Cloud Migration

Combine the composable infrastructure of
Zadara cloud storage with public cloud
compute and networking to modernize
IT.

Use Zadara to integrate private,
hybrid, and public clouds. Move block,
file, and object data across local,
regional, and global locations.

Business Continuity/High-Availability

Big Data, Fast Data Analytics

Benefit from a 100%-uptime guarantee,
backed by Zadara multi-cloud, multi-zone
high availability. Enable automated backup and archiving with rapid recovery using
Zadara object cloud storage on premises
or in the cloud.

Zadara combines rich data services and
cloud scalability. Support big data capacity needs with Zadara file and object
cloud volumes. Deliver performance for
fast data with Zadara block and file cloud
volumes.

Security, Privacy, Compliance

Containerization, Virtualization

Total privacy with dedicated resources
and media, and end-to-end encryption
using customer keys. Support SOC 2,
ISO 27001, GDPR, and HIPAA compliance with standards certifications.

Run containers directly on Zadara cloud
storage using the embedded Docker
platform. Optimize virtual
machines with VMware-certified
Zadara enterprise cloud storage.

Transform your business with zero-risk enterprise storage.
Zadara transforms storage-related costs from a variable mix of equipment and management expenses to a predictable, on-demand, pay-per-use, elastic service that greatly
simplifies planning, streamlines budgeting, and improves return on investment (ROI).
Find out how Zadara can help you transform your business. Call or email today.
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